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The action takes place at the Count’s estate, on Susanna and Figaro’s wedding day.

Act 1: A store room between the Count and Countess’ bedrooms
Act 2: The Countess’ bedroom
— INTERMISSION —
Act 3: A large room in the palace
Act 4: The gardens of the estate, at night
Act 1: **A store room between the Count and Countess' bedrooms**

On the morning of their wedding, Figaro is measuring the room as Susanna tries out her new hat. She reacts with alarm when Figaro tells her the Count has offered them this room for their own, since its proximity to the Count's room will make it far too convenient for him to visit Susanna when she is alone. Figaro's confidence is shaken, but if the Count wants to dance, it is he, Figaro, who will call the tune. In the meantime, he has promised to marry Marcellina, the Countess' old duenna, if he can't repay the money he owes her. Marcellina enlists the aid of Dr. Bartolo, who is eager to avenge himself on Figaro for thwarting his plans to marry the Countess (Rosina from "The Barber of Seville"). After Susanna dispatches Marcellina from the room, the young page Cherubino rushes in and impulsively babbles about his love for all women. The Count is heard, and Susanna hides Cherubino. The music teacher Don Basilio interrupts the Count's amorous proposals; the Count hides behind a chair as Cherubino nips into it and Susanna covers him. Basilio enters supposedly looking for the Count, but his observations about Cherubino's longing for the Countess rouse the Count. As he describes finding the page in Barbarina's room, hidden under a cloth... Cherubino is revealed, to the Count's fury. Just in time, Figaro ushers in the servants to praise the Count's magnanimity in renouncing his *droit du seigneur*, but the Count sees through Figaro's ruse. He banishes Cherubino with an officer's commission, though Figaro manages to detain the page for purposes of his own.

Act 2: **The Countess' bedroom**

The Countess prays to restore her husband's affection. Susanna and Figaro enter and discuss his plans: Cherubino is to be dressed as a girl, take Susanna's place, and compromise the Count. Figaro leaves and sends in Cherubino, who sings his love song for the Countess. Susanna then tries to dress him as a girl, while Cherubino teases her and gazes longingly at the Countess. Cherubino and the Countess are alone together when the Count pounds on her door, demanding to be let in. Cherubino hides in the closet just before the Count enters. He has received an anonymous letter (part of Figaro's plot) and suspects that her lover is hiding here in her room. The Countess tells him that is Susanna who is in the closet, when in truth she has gone to her own room, and returns just in time to witness the argument. When the Count leaves (to fetch tools to break down the door), taking the Countess, Cherubino leaps through the window and Susanna takes his place in the closet. After the Count and Countess re-enter, she confesses that Cherubino is in the closet. The count, furious, starts to storm the door as Susanna emerges calmly from the closet. Though puzzled, he begs forgiveness. Figaro enters, asking for an immediate wedding. Recovering his wits, the Count questions him about the letter; Figaro prevaricates. Antonio, the gardener, charged in to complain of damage to his garden by the page's precipitous exit. The Count senses more foolery; Figaro claims it was he who jumped. The Count questions Figaro about a paper the page has dropped and Figaro (prompted by the women) identifies it as the page's commission, left with him to be sealed. The Count is baffled, but revives when Marcellina, Bartolo and Basilio rush in demanding justice.

Act 3: **A large room in the palace**

The Countess urges Susanna to make an assignation with the Count; they will exchange cloaks and compromise him with his own wife. Susanna approaches him and offers to meet him that evening. Leaving, Susanna encounters Figaro and assures him that "we've already won the case." The Count overhears, and is again angry and suspicious. Why must he sigh in vain, while a mere servant wins the prize? The Countess, waiting for Susanna, muses on her happy past and wonders if there is hope for her marriage. At the trial of Marcellina's case, Curzio is finding in her favor. Figaro protests that he cannot marry without his parent's consent. It emerges that he is the long-lost son of Marcellina, and Bartolo reluctantly admits paternity. The three express their delight while the Count and Curzio mutter their annoyance. Susanna misinterprets the embrace and scorces Figaro at first. The explanation leads to a family reconciliation. The Countess then dictates a letter from Susanna to the Count confirming their tryst that evening in the garden. During a presentation to the Countess, Antonio unmasks Cherubino, but the page is allowed to stay for the wedding, as he and Barbarina are tempted to make certain revelations embarrassing to the Count. The two couples (Marcellina and Bartolo have decided to legitimize their union) are presented to the Count and Countess. Susanna slips the letter to the Count, sealed with a pin (to be returned as a sign of agreement) and Figaro notices with amusement that the Count has pricked himself.

Act 4: **The gardens of the estate, at night**

Barbarina, the go-between, has lost the pin. Figaro, hearing her tale, concludes that Susanna is unfaithful. Marcellina is inclined to warn Susanna; she must have a good reason for meeting the Count, and as she says, "women should stick together." Figaro summons Bartolo and Basilio to witness the meeting of the Count and his wife. Figaro's monologue betrays his fear and anger at Susanna's betrayal. He overhears Susanna, and thinks that she is longing for the Count. Confusion
reigns: Cherubino begs Susanna (actually the disguised Countess) for a kiss; then Figaro and the Count drive the pest away. The count woos “Susanna” before Figaro interrupts them. Seeing the Countess (Susanna disguised), Figaro tells her what’s going on; then recognizing her by her voice, he enrages Susanna by madly courting the “Countess.” Once peace has been temporarily restored, the two enrage the Count by enacting a scene where Figaro pleads love to the “Countess.” The Count calls witnesses, calling everybody out of hiding. The entry of the real Countess surprises everyone. The humbled Count’s prayer for forgiveness and her loving response end the machinations of a crazy day.
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